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OLD BUNGALOWS IN BANGALORE, SOUTH INDIA 

‘The Indian bungalow is the one perfect house for all tropical countries’. (J. Murray. 

‘How to Live in Tropical Africa.’ 1895) 

Although records have been made of many of the public buildings erected in India by 

Europeans since the days of the East India Co. very little has been written about the 

domestic architecture of the 19th and early 20th centuries, so this is an attempt to fill 

the gap in one particular district. 

In Bangalore, as in most cities of the world, land values are increasing, customs and 

ways of living are changing, and old houses are disappearing before one’s eyes. Here and 

there however it is still possible to make a sketch plan of one of the bungalows, to take 

photographs and to talk of old times with one of the owners or occupants who can dig 

out a photograph of the Bangalore Hunt meeting in front of her house 50 years ago, to 

hunt ‘genuine foxes, not jackals, but reddish-brown animals with bushy tails! ’. Or an 

elderly builder will discuss the old techniques of plastering. 

Bangalore is now a city of nearly two million inhabitants; the capital of the State of 

Karnataka. Besides being a military base, it is an industrial and commercial centre, with 

two universities and the headquarters of the Indian Institute of Science. The pleasant 

spacious lay-out remains and it is still an attractive place to live in. 

This lay-out goes back to the beginning of the nineteenth century, when the British, 

having defeated Tipu Sultan at Seringapatnam in 1799, felt the need of a military base in 

this part of South India. Bangalore was in a healthy situation, comparatively free from 

malarial mosquitoes, on high ground, with plenty of room for development. There was 

already a walled city and a fort there, but in the British military tradition of developing 

a separate area for barracks, cantonments etc. apart from the ‘native’ population, the new 

town was planned a few miles further East, on land assigned to the British by the 

Maharajah of Mysore. It was spaciously laid out, with wide streets, parks, Christian 

churches in the Classical style; and the streets and houses were given nostalgic British 

names: Cambridge Road, Alexandra Street, Burnside, Clovelly, etc. (No. 2). „ 

Although there were originally some villages in the area now occupied by Bangalore, 

the countryside was largely a mixture of jungle, wasteland, farms and orchards. The land 

allocated for residential use was divided up by the British authorities and sold or granted 

in large lots of 5 to 10 acres to both British and Indian purchasers, military and civilian, 

administrators, industrialists and others. 

Sites were bought and sold and houses built by individual owners, but some of them 

were rented either to army officers and their families or else jointly to a group of two 

or three bachelor officers — in this case the house was known as a ‘chummery’. A 

nostalgic builder said ‘Many of the houses were built for the military; the Mysore 

Lancers kept their places so well. Everything was clean and shiny. It pleased our hearts 

to see them. Now, they’re all just a lot of rubbish.’ 

There was plenty of social life and entertaining by both Indian and British householders. 



and the compounds and buildings were well planned to suit the climate and the life that 

their owners led. 

COMPOUNDS 

Each compound was surrounded by a low wall with a single entrance, an impressive gate¬ 

way guarded by a watchman, which opened onto a long approach to the house itself (Nos. 

3, 4). This dignified approach added to the sense of prestige which the owner wished to 

impress upon his visitors. 

The area in front of the house often took up as much as two thirds of the total area of 

the compound. Someone described this as ‘A waste of space — but then there was plenty 

of space — a spacious world.’ Fine trees were planted here, which quickly grew to great 

heights in this climate (No. 5); tennis courts, croquet lawns and clock golf were es¬ 

tablished; ferneries were made, sometimes an aviary, and ladies gathered fresh roses every 

morning from the rose garden: these gardens attached to family houses were probably an 

innovation by the British into South India. A ‘chabutra’ or raised platform was some¬ 

times built in the garden, where the owners and their guests could sit in the cool of the 

evenings. 

Here frequent parties took place, the guests arriving in landaus, broughams and four- 

in-hands, where ‘the Indian ladies could display their beautiful saris of Mysore silk and the 

English ladies would wear French and English millinery consisting of feathers, flowers, 

beaded laces, Spanish laces and Swiss Embroidery’ which were supplied by a Bangalore 

shop in 1883. 

Fashions changed, but Lord Trevelyan, describing his term as Secretary to the Resident 

of Mysore State in the 1930’s, wrote: ‘There could have been no better life than pre-war 

Bangalore for a young couple in the first years of their married life; a pleasant countryside 

with an equable climate, gardens flowering throughout the year, schooling the horses 

every morning on the Mysore Lancers’ parade ground, packs of hounds in Bangalore and 

Ootacamund, polo and racing, horse shows, big and small game shooting, visits to the 

coffee and tea plantations, the antiquities, the ceremonies in Mysore and agreeable Indian 

and British soldiers meeting naturally in work, sport and the clubs together.’ 

Behind the house were the service quarters, with a kitchen apart from the main house. 

Sometimes a small postern gate in the wall made a staff entrance to these service quarters 

(No. 6). The compound also included stabling (No. 7), in some cases for polo ponies; 

coach houses and the accommodation for coachmen, grooms and gardeners and their 

families were all part of the grander establishments. 

Cattle for use by the household was often kept behind the house, and their fodder 

grown there, and there was usually a vegetable garden. There was probably a well in the 

compound, or else water would be brought by the owner’s carts from the nearest city 

tank or reservoir before the water supply was piped through the city in comparatively 

recent times. 
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SECTION A-B SECTION C-D 

la. Plan of Stables in Miller’s Road. 

7b. Stables in Miller’s Road. 
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THE CLASSICAL BUNGALOWS 

Both the name and the form of the Bungalow originated in Bengal. ‘Bangla’ or ‘bangala’ 

referred to the indigenous Bengali huts of the 17th century or before; but there is some 

uncertainty as to which form of huts was the prototype of the bungalow adapted by 

both Europeans and Indians from other states for their own use. 

Bengali peasants had evolved a rectangular ‘curvilinear hut’ (No. la) with mud or mud 

and hurdle walls, built on a raised floor one or two feet above the ground. It had a 

thatched roof on bent wooden ribs forming crescent-shaped curves at the eaves, often 

protruding beyond the walls, supported by wooden posts to form an external gallery. The 

other Bengali hut was also rectangular but had a tile or thatch pitched roof, of which the 

upper part rested on the walls, and a couple of feet below the eaves a second pitched roof 

ran all around the building, supported on posts, giving shade to the lower walls and 

forming a sort of verandah (No. lb, page 5). 

Later, the Europeans adapted this design to their needs by sometimes enclosing the 

corners, and perhaps the side sections, of these verandahs for use as bedrooms and bath¬ 

rooms, while the main central rooms would be lit and ventilated from the front and back 

verandahs and from the attic windows between the two roofs. These were the basic 

forms from which evolved the splendid bungalows which even now are a feature of many 

Indian towns, and in some cases can still be seen in Bangalore. 

The classical 19th century bungalows were almost always of one storey only, although 

their height sometimes gave the impression at first sight of having an upper floor (Nos. 8, 9). 

The plans for these bungalows in Bangalore were always symmetrical (No. 10). The 

height and roof levels of the various parts of the building were largely governed by the 

need for high-level ventilation near the tops of the walls. Thus the roofs of the central 

rooms must rise above the adjoining bedroom roof level, and bathrooms, stores etc. were 

at a lower level still, giving an interesting silhouette to the building, enhanced by the 

variety of parapets and balustrades. The lower roofs were usually flat; the higher central 

roofs, up to 25 ft. high, were either flat or at a pitch of less than 30° (Nos. 8, 10, 11, 12). 

The bungalow was entered through a large colonnaded portico, deep and high enough 

for carriages and even elephants to drive under (Nos. 13, 14, 15). This was attached to a 

wide colonnaded verandah, often curved on plan (No. 16) flanked by tiers of flowering 

plants in large pots (Nos. 13, 17). The verandah was much used for informal entertaining, 

and had space for large wicker chairs and tea-tables (Nos. 18, 19, 20, 21). Sometimes at 

each end of the verandah was a spare room or an office or study in the form of a semi- 

octagonal bay (No. 10). 

From the verandah, one or more doors led into the lofty central drawing room, perhaps 

15 to 20 ft. high and 20 by 25 ft. on plan. The shallow-pitched rafters were usually ex¬ 

posed, although in earlier days an unbleached ceiling cloth was sometimes stretched below 

them, ‘but strange prowling sounds were heard from above it at night.’ A bold plaster 

cornice dipped below the big beams. Just below the roof there were small attic windows 

called ‘skylights’ to draw off the heated air (No. 22). One result of the need to keep out 
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the heat and glare from these houses was that windows were reduced to a minimum, 

whereas there were many doors to cause through ventilation between the rooms and 

verandahs; it was not unusual for a room to have four or even six doors leading from it, 

but no windows except for high skylights. 

Behind the drawing room was the dining room, about the same size, sometimes only 

separated from it by an archway and pilasters. The plaster details of these living rooms 

were often quite elegant, in the British ‘Adam’ tradition but with a local flavour; tall 

niches for vases or statues, ‘shell’ infilling to the flat archway over the opening between 

the rooms (No. 23) and charming fireplaces in the few houses where some form of heating 

was considered necessary. 

As with architecture, styles of furnishing change with fashion and personal taste. The 

earlier bungalows of the rather mobile British bachelor establishments were probably 

austerely furnished, and in many bungalows owned by Indian families also there would 

be a minimum of furniture; a formal sofa, a patriarchal bed and a few pictures or bronzes; 

a swing on the verandah instead of chairs, and trunks for storage rather than wardrobes. 

But by the end of the 19th century the ‘acquisitive society’ was developing among the 

better off all over the world. By this time the bungalows might be furnished with massive 

side-boards, upholstered armchairs, rose-wood ‘almirahs’, mirrors and chandeliers, and 

often beautiful rugs and hangings and perhaps a ceremonial sword on the wall. The 

climate encouraged the production of a fine tradition of wood and cane furniture for 

living rooms and verandahs. Both the British and the more Westernised Indians were 

great collectors; silver cups, trophies of sport and hunting, records and souvenirs all 

needed to be displayed to the best advantage. 

On either side of the drawing-room were large bedrooms, nearly as high as the living- 

rooms, often with their own dressing-rooms and usually with their separate bathrooms, 

which always had external doors for cleaners (No. 24). 

Behind the dining room there was usually another verandah, or a pantry leading out 

in the direction of the service quarters, with a household store-room at one or both ends. 

This back verandah was a scene of great domestic activity. Supplies which weie delivered 

to the house were weighed and checked here, as well as those distributed daily by the 

housewife for the use of the household. Meals were kept ready for serving, boots were 

polished and lamps were cleaned and filled here. 

In a few cases the separate kitchens remain, although they are now no longer used (Nos. 

25, 26). A typical one had a raised smooth, plaster-finished cooking slab over a storage 

space for wood and coal. At the back of this slab were several small recesses to hold the 

fires used for cooking, and a chimney carried off the smoke from them. There was a 

separate bread-oven and another hearth, presumably for heating water. Dishes and uten¬ 

sils were washed on a slightly sloped stone slab, from which a trough led to an external 

drain, or the water would be poured away through holes in the walls, which were then 

plugged up with bricks to prevent animals from coming in. Wire mesh was fixed to the 

inner and outer faces of the wall of the window opening, and the intervening space made 



a cool airy ‘meat-safe’. 

In one household there were three kitchens: a regular kitchen for preparing non¬ 

vegetarian meals, a ‘Saturday kitchen’ for vegetarian days — both attached to the house 

and a separate kitchen in the compound, with a separate cook, for the preparation of 

Western meals when the house-holder enjoyed giving hospitality to his Western friends. 

Each kitchen was stocked with its own pots, pans and utensils. 

8. 2 Palace Road. 

9. Side of 2 Palace Road. 





11. Plan of Burnside, 86 Richmond Road. 







17. Porch of Burnside, 86 Richmond Road. 

16. Bin field, 87 Richmond Road. 

18. Verandah of 46 Mahatma Gandhi Road. 



19. Verandah of 2 Palace Road. 

20. Verandah of 4 Miller’s Road. 

22. ‘Skylights’, 2 Palace Road. 



21. Verandah Door 

at 2 Palace Road. 
23. Drawing Room, 2 Palace Road. 

24. Side of 2 Palace Road, showing access to bathrooms. 

25. Kitchen in Compound of 46 Mahatma 

Gandhi Road. 



26. Site Plan of 46 Mahatma Gandhi Road. 



THE BUNGALOWS OF GOTHIC DESIGN AND THEIR ‘MONKEY-TOPS’ 

The 19th Century in England saw the shifting .of taste from the severe classical forms of 

architecture to the romantic gothicised style, with the two types overlapping in dates and 

sometimes combining in one and the same building. Understandably, there was a con¬ 

siderable time-lag in architectural, as in other, fashions between England and India, but 

towards the end of the last century, the romantic element put in its appearance in 

Bangalore, with special features which appealed particularly to the more flamboyant taste 

of the country (No. 27). 

Although the general plan of porch, verandah, central living-rooms flanked by bed¬ 

rooms, dressing-rooms and bathrooms usually remained the same (Nos. 28, 29), by the 

beginning of the 20th century, symmetry was less important and in some bungalows there 

was an alternative plan with an entrance at the corner or side of the building (No. 30). 

The horizontal lines of parapets, hiding flat roofs or masking low-pitched ones, gave 

way to visible, steeper pitched roofs, sometimes with an ornamental trimming of ridge- 

tiles (Nos. 31, 32). The semi-octagonal bays of classical design became castellated turrets 

(Nos. 33, 34) and little pointed bay windows appeared (No. 35). 

The wide porch roofs became more and more elaborate, with gables at the centre and 

at the sides (Nos. 36, 37), and above all there appeared the unique feature of Bangalore 

bungalows - ‘Monkey-tops’! (Nos. 29, 33, 34, 36, 38, 39). 

The origin of the name is unknown, but monkey-tops are either pointed hoods over 

windows, projecting about 18 inches from the wall, or canopies along the front anu sines 

of porches. 

They were made of a close trellis-work of li inch by i inch vertical slats, about 

one-half inch apart, suspended from the eaves of the window-hood or the gable of the 

porch. The bottom edge of the trellis was shaped into delightful and fanciful curves. 

There was usually a 6 inch barge-board with a floral pattern along the eaves in front of 

the slats (No. 39). The monkey-tops, which made an effective shade for the window or 

porch from the evening sun, were usually painted a dark ‘Spanish’ green, touched up 

with white, which set them off very effectively against the cream and white walls and 

orange-red tile roofs of the bungalow. 

In these later houses, the classical white columns of porches and verandahs were some¬ 

times replaced by cast-iron columns (No. 40). The roof construction of the gabled 

porches became more and more elaborate and fantastic, as steel angle-irons were added 

to the forest of joists and rafters (No. 41). 

It is interesting to note the differences in proportion between the classical and gothic 

bungalows. The classical style developed long horizontal lines, only emphasised by the 

vertical colonnades, whereas the later gothic style seemed to aspire to greater and greater 

heights (No. 42). The floor was often higher above ground level; very high rooms, peaked 

gables, steeply pitched roofs, turrets and often a tall series of earthenware urns on parapets 

all enhanced this sense of height (Nos. 29, 42). 

Changes took place in the plans of the bungalows as different owners had different 



requirements. Compounds were reduced from over five acres down to sometimes less 

than one acre as land in the city became more valuable and fewer households could 

support 25 servants, while a garage took the place of stabling. However, although the 

watchman guarding the gate became only a feature of the past, the tradition of low com¬ 

pound walls and fine gateways with name-plates survives with the existing bungalows. 

An extra room or a wing was sometimes added to a bungalow, or one dwelling was 

divided between several families; and in the last 20 years most households have incor¬ 

porated a kitchen into the back of the main house. 

Traditionally accommodation for the bathing and sanitary habits was still kept apart 

from the main building in some of the bungalows. 

27. Bungalow in Prime Street. 
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NORTH ELEVATION 

28. Plan of 13 Alexandra Street. 





Richmond Road. 
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STRUCTURE AND MATERIALS 

It is possible to study the structure and materials of the old bungalows because many of 

them are, unfortunately, in the process of demolition, and furthermore, elderly builders 

and caretakers can give details of traditional materials and building methods. 

Foundations, Walls and Roofs 

If the site was on firm ground, trenches were dug, 3 to 4 ft. deep and 3 to 3i ft. wide. 

The foundation was then filled in with local granite chips and crushed brick. Then stones 

about 8 x 9 x 14 in. laid in mortar were used to build the foundation walls, and finally a 

5 in, deep course of granite blocks, 8 or 10 ft. long by 18 in. wide was laid, probably at 

floor level, and often projecting slightly externally, to form a sort of sill: on this the brick 

walls were built. Between the foundation walls the space was filled with crushed bricks 

and rubble, levelled off with granite chips and mortar, to receive the flooring tiles. 

In most cases the floor level of the bungalow was about 2 ft. above the adjoining 

ground level, as in the original Bengali prototypes, but in some cases the floor was raised 

3 or 4 ft. above ground level with a suspended floor of oiled teak boards in the reception 

rooms, suitable for dancing. Under these raised floors was a low cellar, approached ex¬ 

ternally, used for storage of outdoor equipment. In those houses the high plinth formed 

a protection against splashing rainwater and also dust. 

The walls were about 18 to 21 in. thick, of fired or ‘pukka’ brick externally, and often 

of sun-dried or ‘cutcha’ brick internally. Old bricks were 8x2x4 in., rather smaller than 

modern ones. 

An elderly builder, who in his youth worked as overseer to a contractor for the military, 

gave the following description of the making and firing of bricks and of the construction 

of his own house: “In the old days, the mud and water, Bangalore mud, was just 

trampled on. Nothing was mixed with the mud. Mud and water were just mixed together 

with the ‘mumtee’ (shovel) (No. 43) and then trampled upon. Then it was left for a 

whole day, then mixed again with the mumtee, then filled into wooden moulds of teak 

called ‘chengal-achhe’ and pressed down well by hand and levelled. The mixture had to 

be fairly hard. The mould was then removed and the next brick was formed alongside. 

In this way rows of bricks dried in the sun; they were made only in dry weather. They 

had to dry well, five or six days in the sun, before firing. 

“For the firing, rows of bricks were set touching each other along the length; each row 

about a foot apart to allow of firewood between the rows. Each row comprised about 3 

to 4 bricks in height. The next row of bricks was so placed as to cover the wood channel 

and to rest on the edges of the lower bricks. In this fashion bricks are piled to any width 

and height. And then plastered thinly with mud. The wood is then lit at one end with 

kerosene and burns slowly along the line. Ordinary jungle wood is packed along the 

channels. Fifteen days of slow burning makes good bricks. Not as they are today. Just 

slap wet mud into moulds - and burning is done quickly with charcoal - (sometimes 

half-burnt cinders from the railway are also used now). It wasn’t like that in the old 
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days. A corner of the plaster of the brick kiln was then removed to see if bricks are of 

the right colour and if the fire still smoulders,” (No. 43). (The channel for firewood must 

have been slightly narrower if the bricks were to stay in place). 

He said that “My house, built 25 years ago, has mud walls, as good as any cement 

walls. Strong, clean, the old style. Often mud walls have no bricks inside them. Mine 

have, ordinary sun-dried bricks. When no bricks are used, great hunks of kneaded mud 

are just placed together. No mortar is used. Just smoothed and then plastered with 

‘chunam’ (lime, or lime-plaster).” 

He described the making of ‘gare’ (the mortar which was used before cement was in¬ 

troduced in about 1930): — 

“It is a mixture of 8 parts of sand to 1 of chunam. A circular trench 9 in. wide and 

12 in. deep was made. In the centre was a stout rotating wooden post to which the axle 

of a stone wheel was attached. The trench was filled with water and the sand-chunam 

mixture was added to about 6 in. depth. A bullock drew the wheel (in hilly country an 

elephant may have drawn it). A man drove the bullock, holding a stick attached to the 

axle with a chain, to stir the mortar. Each lot took about an hour to grind; it was then 

removed in ‘bandlees’ (shallow scoops or trays) and stored for at least a week for curing, 

and kept moist during that time. Just before it was to be used, a mixture of kar-kai 

seeds and ‘jaggery’ (coarse brown sugar) was added and a little more water. The result 

was a fine adhesive mortar.” (No. 43). 

For large building construction, mortar-grinding facilities were set up on the spot. 

‘Kar-kai’ seeds are small yellow gummy seeds which grow locally. After soaking for 

4 or 5 days they were ground fine. 

To get the beautiful gleaming polish on the plaster of the columns, he recommended 

“First a plaster of chunam. Then splashing of chunam water in which is mixed jaggery 

and the strained water off ‘Kar-kai’ seeds. It should be rubbed when almost dry with 

Naigare stone, a special polishing stone, 3x6x1 in., flat, not used any more except to 

polish red-oxide floors. The final polish was done by rubbing with smooth coconut 

shells; quarter-shells allowed a firm grip.” 

This plaster or stucco, not always so highly polished when applied to the bungalow 

walls, effectively preserved the wall surface from destruction by the weather, and gave 

the impression of a stone facade, emphasised by the frequent use of imitation rustication 

at the angles of the walls and around door and window openings (No. 44). 

Occasionally the walls were colour-washed with red-oxide, but the almost universal 

colour-scheme was a deep cream colour-wash, locally called ‘gopi , on the external walls 

which set off the shining white columns, balustrades, mouldings and rustications. 

Nothing could look more inviting than these elegant spacious houses, seen under a blue 

sky, in their red-brown compounds, among trees covered with brilliant blossoms or dense 

green foliage. 

Columns were about 18 in. diameter, usually of Doric type, though occasionally Ionic 

(No. 45), spaced rather more widely than in the traditional European classical porticoes, 
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which allowed for better air-flow. They were either built up of courses of 4 or 5 wedge- 

shaped flat bricks (No. 46) or else they consisted of a single rough stone pier about 1 ft. 

x 8 in. in section, encased in brick rubble to form a cylinder, and surfaced, as the builder 

described, with ‘chunam’. 

In earlier times, particularly in rural areas, flat roofs were formed by palmyra-palm 

tree-trunks laid close together across the width of the room and ‘plastered with a special 

clay-ey soil — when it rained a hole sometimes appeared, but it was just sealed up with 

clay’. Before the days of gutters and rainwater pipes, slate or ‘.cuddapah’ stone slabs 

would be laid outside the house below the places where the rain poured off the roof, to 

break the impact of the water. 

But for most Bangalore bungalows, roofs and verandah roofs were carried on huge teak 

beams, about 14 in. wide by 16 in. deep, spanning 20 ft. or more; the best quality teak 

was imported from Burma. With the arrival of the railway at Bangalore in 1864, iron and 

steel girders began to be used for domestic building; ‘Dorman Long’ can be seen stamped 

on some of these girders. Small metal joists sometimes took the place of wooden ones. 

The flat roofs were of Madras Terrace’ construction, which consisted of diagonal rows 

of small bricks, 4 x 4 x 2 in. set on edge close together, jointed in lime mortar, resting 

on the joists. These were covered with at least two layers of flat tiles, laid to a slight 

fall, also pointed in lime mortar. 

The pitched roofs were supported on exposed rafters. They consisted originally of 

two or three overlapping layers of ‘cup’ or ‘country’ or ‘Arcot’ tiles resting on the 

rafters, but not fixed.(No. 47). They were made from a hollow cylinder, sometimes 

tapered, about 12 in. long by 4 in. in diameter, cut in half lengthwise and laid alterna¬ 

tively concave and convex, so that the joints were covered. They were excellent for 

insulation and drainage, but provided rather too attractive a home for scorpions etc., 

and bad boys would sometimes throw dried peas onto the roof to encourage monkeys 

to rip off the tiles. Many of these old tile roofs are now being replaced by cheaper 

machine-made flat tiles with a vertical ridge to cover the joint in the course bglow. 

There were no ceilings, although, as has been said, a ceiling cloth might have been 

used in the earlier bungalows, particularly with thatched roofs and occasionally with 

the tiled roofs more commonly to be found in Bangalore. The ceiling cloths were 

sometimes of canvas, stretched taut, or another type has been described thus: “Over 

a ceiling of rows of bamboos, coarse thin muslin was stretched, and over that finer 

(perhaps spliced) bamboo. As time went by, the cloth used to be dipped in liquid tar: 

this made it water-resistant.” 

Sometimes slats or ‘reapers’ were fixed to the rafters inside the house, and to these, 

ceiling tiles or Tarsey-KuP were attached by T shaped hooks on their backs and joined 

laterally with fine mortar. The reapers were hidden by the tiles. For porch roofs the 

reapers were grooved and the ceiling tiles often had a floral embossed pattern, painted 

or white-washed (Nos. 41, 48d). 



Windows, Doors, Floors, Parapets and Balustrades, Trellises etc. 

For security reasons, windows had either iron bars or else solid boarded or Venetian type 

slatted shutters, but in some cases there were no glazed casements, as there was no need 

to exclude cold air and the shutters were adequate protection against rain and marauders 

(Nos. 44, 49). 

Both external and internal doors and also windows were often surmounted by semi¬ 

circular fanlights with a ray pattern of bars, a little reminiscent of the British tradition of 

the early 19th century (No. 50). Brilliant stained glass was occasionally incorporated in 

these fanlights. The upper panels of doors were often slatted or could be opened 

separately to increase through ventilation. 

Another way of adding to the comfort of the bungalow’s occupants, before the days 

of electric fans and air-conditioning, was by the use of ‘pulling-punkahs’. These were large 

cloth fans, hung from the ceiling and drawn slowly to and fro by a servant. They were 

made of 2 or 3 layers of gunny-sacking, so that they would be heavy enough not to 

flap. This was covered with white cloth and then a frill was added at the bottom, and on 

very hot days the frill was soaked in water to cool the air. One can still see in old houses 

traces of the pulleys and of holes for the ropes through the walls to the verandah where 

the ‘punkah-wallahs’ would sit. 

Usually the floors of the older houses were paved either with heavy ‘Cuddapah’ slate 

slabs, about 2 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in. or with unglazed terracotta tiles about 8 in. square (of the 

local red clay). Later bungalows often had either painted Italian (?) imported tiles laid 

in pleasant patterns or locally made ‘embossed’ tiles which had the effect of mosaic; 

actually they were made in moulds which gave a slightly raised pattern and coloured 

clay was confined to different parts of the tile by a stencilling process to form the re¬ 

quired design. These tiled floors made a colourful feature in the sometimes rather 

sparsely furnished rooms of Bangalore bungalows, and perhaps reminded some of their 

original owners of Victorian English houses and churches (Nos. 48abc, 51). 

In the classical types of bungalows, the pitched roof, if there was one, was always 

hidden by a parapet which was sometimes raised high in the centre to mask the ridge 

from an observer at ground level. 

Many types of balustrades were used for these parapets, and also between the columns 

of porches and verandahs. They made the chief decorative feature of the outside of the 

classical bungalows (Nos. 8, 13, 16). Some were solid with a pattern of slightly raised 

plaster panels (No. 54); some had pierced patterns of brickwork and plaster (Nos. 52, 

53), and some consisted of elegant earthenware vase-shaped balusters filled with sand 

for stability and doweled to the top and bottom rail of the parapet (Nos. 51, 52, 59). 

A frequently used type was made of panels of brick-on-edge piers, at about 10 in. 

centres, plastered to form oval apertures (No. 15); this design could be adapted for use 

in solid parapets (No. 52). Brick-on-edge was also used to form an open diaper pattern 

(Nos. 16, 38), and in later buildings castellated parapets became very popular (Nos. 27, 
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55). Similar designs of brick and tile-work were us'ed as panels of infilling between piers 

of the low compound walls (Nos. 3, 56). Some attractive designs were made out of cup- 

tiles or specially cast pierced tiles (Nos. 56, 57, 58). 

To provide shade, the porches and verandahs were partially enclosed with trellis-work 

on which creepers and vines were trained (Nos. 51, 59). An arched opening through the 

trellis sometimes led from the centre of the porch out to a formal garden (Frontispiece, 

Nos. 58, 60). These trellises, usually painted dark green, often completely enclosed the 

verandah and added to the security of the bungalow (No. 15). One type was made by 

heavy diagonal slats with a star-shaped cross-piece at the intersections (Frontispiece, 

Nos. 37, 61) which would keep crows as well as other intruders out of the verandah. 

Light roll-up screens (chicks) of bamboo or rattan were effective in keeping the sun from 

the house and verandah, at the same time letting in the breeze. 

44. External Details at 4 Miller’s Road. 



45. Ionic Capital, Porch of Binfield, 

87 Richmond Road. 46. Section of Broken Column. 

47. Roof of‘Cup’or‘Arcot’Tiles. 
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59. Details of Porch at Melville House, Palace Road 
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DATES OF THE BUNGALOWS AND THEIR ADAPTABILITY FOR DIFFERENT USERS 

In looking at these bungalows and discussing their history with their owners, it has been 

very difficult to date either the individual building or the introduction of different styles, 

but the oldest existing houses were probably built shortly before 1850. “At least 100 

years old” is the usual reply to a question, but then deeds or old plans may be found to 

show that the site was bought by the present owner’s grandfather in 1904. 

The time-lag in taste between England and South India adds to this uncertainty and 

to the charm of the bungalows. One occasionally sees a date like 1963 on a bungalow 

which would appear to a European from its style to have been designed 50 years earlier, 

or a name like ‘Verdun’ on the gate-post will give a clue to the age of a particular house. 

Another point of interest is just which bungalow was occupied by Sir Winston Churchill 

as a young officer early in this century. He wrote in 1937: — 

“All around the cavalry mess lies a suburb of roomy one-storeyed bungalows standing 

in their own walled grounds and gardens. We three, Reginald Barnes, Hugo Baring and I, 

pooling all our resources took a palatial bungalow, all pink and white, with heavy tiled 

roof and deep verandahs sustained by white plaster columns, wreathed in purple bougain- 

villia. It stood in a compound or grounds of perhaps two acres. We took over from the 

late occupant about a hundred and fifty splendid standard roses: Marechal Niel, La France, 

Gloire de Dijon, etc. We built a large tiled barn with mud walls, containing stabling for 

thirty horses and ponies. Our three butlers formed a triumvirate in which no internal 

dissensions ever appeared. We paid an equal contribution to the pot; and thus freed 

from mundane cares, devoted ourselves to the serious purpose of life. This was expressed 

in one word — Polo.! ” Several bungalows claim the honour of having sheltered him. 

Throughout its history, Bangalore has provided (and still is providing) homes for 

Hindus, Moslems, Christians, Indians, British, Anglo-Indians and families from many 

other countries. 

In the 19th century the army brought a tradition of cavalry, polo-playing and racing — 

the Bangalore races are still famous. So Arab horses and their trainers settled in one 

quarter of the town, introducing their own customs and way of life. 

Although the bungalows described here were frequently used by Moslem families 

(with the necessary adaptation for different habits of cooking, bathing, etc.) there are 

also houses which seem to have been built purely in the Moslem tradition. These were 

two-storey houses with large first-floor reception rooms, which were almost ‘durbar 

halls’ (Nos. 62, 84). Sometimes the bathrooms, or ‘bathing rooms’ were in a separate 

building apart from the main house, and the ‘toilets’ with their ‘thunderboxes’ were 

also separately housed, not in the ‘bathing rooms’. There was an inner courtyard where 

the domestic life of the household took place, and the compound was often surrounded 

by high walls. 

Similarly, adaptations of the plan to the way of life of Hindus were made. A ‘Puja’ 

room or corner might be set aside in a house occupied by a Hindu owner, and a room 

where the family would sit for meals on the floor, with a large square skylight on four 
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2 iron posts, might lie behind the more formal reception rooms, furnished in Western 

I style (Nos. 76, 77, pages 65, 66). 

I These pages describe a way of life and its setting — a setting surprisingly adaptable and 

I acceptable to people with very different customs and from very different cultures — 

I which were well suited to each other, and which produced local dwellings of particular 

I charm and individuality. Understandably traditions are changing, but one hopes very 

I much that these gracious bungalows, so characteristic of Bangalore, will not all be torn 

| down to make way for modern buildings in the ubiquitous international style of multi¬ 

storey glass and concrete, which may not be so well suited to the climate as those they 

have replaced. 
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PLANS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND NOTES OF SOME OF THE INDIVIDUAL HOUSES 

These notes are made from interviews and reminiscences of former residents of the houses, 

and although they may not give exact details of the houses, it is hoped that they will 

convey an impression of some aspects of the life that was led by certain families in 

Bangalore a generation or two ago. 

CLOVELLY 

5 Sampangi Tank Road 

(This house is now part of Nandi Hotels) 

(Illustrations Nos. 40, 42 page 33, 57 page 45, 63, 64) 

These notes are from the reminiscences of Mrs. Romola Chatterjee, whose father was 

Srirangam Desikacher Seshandri Iyengar, whose ancestors had migrated from the South 

to Mysore in the mid 19th century. He was a hydro-electric engineer, a graduate of 

Columbia University, New York, and chief electrical engineer of Sivasamundram. He 

bought the house in 1919 for himself, his wife and 3 children, two girls of 9 and 10 and 

a boy of 8. They had formerly lived in: 

A little L-shaped bungalow and its garden in the hills of Sivasamundram, not far from 

Bangalore. It was here that parents, and servants too, gave us our first tales, and my eyes 

were opening onto my past. It has no garden wall, only a wire fence and two small wooden 

gates, and so I never felt that there was a world outside — there wasn’t. We were just part 

of the hills and their jungles and the river. 

Friends and cousins drove down from Bangalore and that meant picnics together and 

the discovery that a tigress and her cubs were asleep on the other side of the stream, or 

that wild bees were on the prowl and we saw a panther on the way back — it bounded 

away into the fields and we heard the peasants shout to scare it away. 

We moved to Clovelly. It was a different world now. Clovelly had fairly high walls and 

a great gate. Our world was enclosed, but it had compensations. There were many trees, 

guava, luquot, mango and papaya, and two peach trees. These were new discoveries and 

my brother and I soon learned to climb them skilfully. Though there were no tigers 

and panthers within reach, monkeys came in often from the coconut groves that seemed 

to surround the house, and neighbours’ children climbed the wall over the kitchen garden 

and joined us in our games. I know that Mother didn’t quite approve, for the tomatoes 

and brinjal bushes became the worse for wear. 

Much of our time now went with school and the loads of homework that there was to 

be done. Mother kept a watchful eye and Father had made for us desks and benches of 

maple or pine; they were of the palest yellow. 

My Father was a great gardener, and soon the garden had its rose-garden and a small 

vineyard behind it; and a tennis court and a badminton court and a putting green — it was a 

‘brown’ in fact, of fine gravel like the courts. 
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And now we were to witness great tea-parties in Clovelly and dinner-parties, when 

Father led the way to the dining-room with a lady on his arm and Mother followed 

looking elegant, and bedecked with her rings and pearls — and on the arm of an English¬ 

man who more often than not wore fine moustaches. You will wonder how I remember 

so well. But then we had peeked from behind curtains at dinner-parties and had watched 

all the preparations that went into parties — silver was cleaned, decanters scrubbed and 

dessert prepared. The pantry boy had no time to play with us then, and the butler and 

cook were equally busy. There was a great to-do in the kitchen and pantry on such days 

— even the hot-case came in for an extra rub and scrub. And of course Mother took out 

her best silver and her Limoges dinner-set; and Peter the Butler tinted rice yellow and 

green and blue to make the most exquisite table decorations for the occasion; and he and 

his assistant wore white gloves — and of course their turbans. 

At the garden-parties, or rather tea-parties, we were sent for at the appropriate time, 

to say ‘How do you do?’ What a painful experience this was. Landaus and broughams 

and cars — and the Palace Rolls Royce were parked along the kitchen and stables. A tall 

hibiscus hedge hid them from view. The driver of the Rolls wore the most splendid 

turban I have ever seen. 

Clovelly brought tradesmen to the door; they preferred to come by the front gate 

than by the small service gate that was beyond the courts.. A bangle-seller, a lace-vendor, 

Mrs Wood’s Boxman with English haberdashery, and, best of all, a Chinaman with his 

‘see-lks’. Before opening his enormous khaki-clad bundle, he’d prostrate himself before 

the alabaster Buddha in the niche in the front verandah. Mother loved chatting with the 

vendors. So do I! 

Then there were the morning visitors; a Belgian priest, the Maharajah’s nephew on a 

black horse, a Brahmin dowager in bare feet and diamonds, Peter McClintock on his 

pony to play with my brother, Mrs. Smythe in her picture hat and flowing white dress, 

and the Scandinavian Countess Skipwith, veiled because she was a Moslem, and then 

Father’s store-keeper; I liked him best of all, he wore a turban and pince-nez and red 

ear-rings, and ate the bananas that Mother offered him in a new way — he broke off 

great hunks and threw them into his mouth from a distance — and never missed. 

Despite all the new experiences that Clovelly brought us, I still loved best the hours 

with Father and Mother. They were the hours of magical manipulation by which Father 

and Mother nourished our Indian roots. They were the hours of India’s legends and of 

their own remembered childhood. And more often than not, the drawing-room was the 

place for these and for Mother’s songs. She accompanied herself on the piano and we 

were made to sing with her — and we were shy at first. 

There were stone gods in the garden. Father had found them in a ruined temple. I 

loved those stone gods. They are now in the Bangalore Museum. And the drawing-room 

has brass gods and figures, a brass temple bell from Orissa, a prayer-wheel from Darjeeling 

and a prayer-rug from the frontier or Delhi, and a collection of brass and silver and 

sandalwood knicknacks for which Father designed a cabinet; and a cheetah skin covered 



a wide cane chair. 

I rather think people didn’t think so much about interior decoration then as they do 

now. Not everything ‘matched’ or conformed to a colour scheme, and our rooms, except 

for the dining-room and drawing-rooms, were simply and comfortably furnished. Nor 

were there large storage cupboards that now hide just about everything and give the 

rooms their cold and tidy looks. There was, however, a shallow wall-cupboard in each 

bedroom. 

Our furniture was varied — in design, choice of wood and colour. Our bedroom had 

maplewood beds, desks and benches of the same colour. Our dressing room had teak 

dressing-table and chest of drawers, a stand and a cane-sided soiled-linen box. Father 

and Mother had rosewood beds, a rocking chair if I remember rightly, and an ornate and 

heavy rosewood almirah. The spare room had all the rest; an old glass-doored almirah 

for all our books. Boxes were piled tidily on low stools and covered with old curtains 

and counterpanes; and the Singer had its own stool and Bengal mats were rolled away 

in a corner; and Sarah the ayah kept her bag of tailor’s remnants tucked away behind 

our chest of drawers. 

And so the rooms had their lived-in look and were always tidy. The drawing-room and 

dining-room were resplendent to my eyes. And the store room beside the pantry was 

always full of earthen jars and tins and bottles and sacks with earthy smells. There were 

zinc or stone rests for the legs of the cupboards in this store-room with water to keep 

ants out. 

The kitchen was in the nearest of a series of outhouses beside the house (No. 69). 

There were 3 or 4 fireplaces in a row on a raised brick shelf in a recessed alcove under a 

sort of archway which provided a good smoke-duct up to the chimney. There was a big 

deep oven to one side for baking. The fireplaces were against the wall, so that the cook 

had enough of the raised shelf on which to accommodate the burning firewood, and on 

which to rake out hot embers with ease. Each fireplace had three mortar knobs on which 

the cooking pots rested, to provide a good draught for the fire. On these fires the cook 

baked marvellous cakes, biscuits and puddings; old fireplaces even if somewhat primitive, 

were extraordinarily efficient. 

There was a large cistern with a tap just outside the kitchen. A corner of the kitchen 

nearest the door was cordoned off by a 6 in. high brick kerb so that in this square space 

vessels could be rubbed and scrubbed; (glasses and china were washed in the pantry in 

basins on a side table). The hole for drainage had to be plugged with a wooden block in 

the evenings. This I remember well, and that my Mother went for the cook who often 

forgot — and bandicoots had a field day of it in the kitchen at nights. 

Servants were around us always — affectionate, patient and numerous'. Peter the butler 

and the matey or pantry-boy; the cook and the water woman to help him; the Boy who 

was Father’s valet and general help, and a wonderful story-teller with a fund of card- 

tricks; then there was Jacob the-man-of-all-work, the driver, the sweeper and two malis. 

And of course the ayah, Sarah, who vied with the crows for ripe papayas and taught us 
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how the Todas danced and how Thug Women had danced naked in the dark jungle. 

Once a week the dhobi-woman and her son brought back the ‘wash’ and tethered the 

donkeys somewhere behind the tennis court. He was tall and lanky and a dolt, and was 

afraid of the electric iron. He brought along his ‘ironing box’ and Mother provided the 

coal, and clothes were ironed on blankets on the bedroom floor. 

Often, for weeks on end, Tukoji Rao, the Maharatta tailor, sat on a mat in the spare 

bedroom that was once a verandah and did all the mending and alterations for Mother, 

on her Singer. He made new things, too, shirts and shorts and cushion covers, and horrid 

ugly stays for me and my sister. 

Sometimes members of our family visited Clovelly. Father’s orthodox relations came 

from Chamarajapet (a suburb of Bangalore) and made sure our ‘untouchable’ servants did 

not touch them. An orthodox great-aunt would bring along a basket of delicacies with 

her and stayed on to discuss family matters with Mother. Mother made little attempt to 

learn Tamil — I’m sure she was convinced it was an inferior language — I had to be inter¬ 

preter, and great-aunt would pat my head and say ‘Nanny Ponnu’, ‘good girl! 

Mother’s family came from Calcutta and Lucknow with sweets and presents and Bengali 

gossip. We loved having them. 

All of this was India. It all happened in a colonial bungalow and its garden. It happened 

in Clovelly. 

63. Side of Clovelly, 5 Sampangi Tank Road. 
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BINFIELD 

87 Richmond Road 

(Illustrations Nos. 16 page 21, 45 page 40, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72). 

These notes are made as a result of conversations with Col. Hussein, who owns the property 

fiSPf“ hlS cMdh“d th<^ “ bought by his father, a Moslem, for his own and his 

famdy s use, but was probably originally designed for and occupied by a British engineer. 

e original compound was about six acres, extending from Richmond Road to the part 

oundary and from Kingston Road to the present Western boundary. The area occupied 

by Burnside, 86 Richmond Road, was the first to be sold off. 

Originally the drive came right up to the verandah steps. There was a formal garden and 

tennis courttin front of the house. Vegetables and fodder for cattle were grown behind the 

ouse and the cattle themselves were kept there. Ample stabling for horses for riding 

nving an po o and the necessary coach-houses, harness-rooms etc. were situated along 

the South wall of the compound. 

About twenty-five servants were employed in Col. Hussein’s parents’ days, and their 

accommodation was also behind the house. As in other Indian households, and in some 

uropean ones of the last century, the staff would take a great interest in any events which 

festivities ^ ^ ^ °f ^ F°perty would take Part in family 

Leading from the back of the house was a long raised covered way, extending to the 

itchen and bathing quarters, near the Southern boundary of the site. These facilities 

were moved nearer to the house by Col. Hussein’s father, where the ‘Hamman Khana’ 

family1"6^ arrang6mentS f°r headng Wat6r f°r bathing wa* used by all members of the 

A ditch, which must originally have been a natural stream but has now been straightened 

an lined, runs through the compound from beside the main gate, and still carries storm 

water out to the old tank behind the park. The compound had its own well, near the 

South-west corner, and ‘water-men’ would carry water to the house or service quarters in 

pots hanging from a yoke across their shoulders. The contents of household commodes 

or thunder-boxes’ were emptied into a large container in a remote corner of the com¬ 

pound, which was periodically emptied by the ‘night-cart’. 

There was always a watchman at the gate and a special servant, a ‘Jemadar’, used to sit 

in a sort of sentry-box near the verandah steps; he would wear a livery with turban and 

cross-sash, and carry an umbrella and a silver mace. He would always come forward to 

open the carriage or car door for any arrivals, using the umbrella as required. 

? ront Jerandah originally had a trellis between the elegant Ionic columns. There 

was plenty of comfortable cane furniture here and this verandah was used for receiving 

visitors who could not come into the house itself because of the women in purdah. The 

rawing room was used for entertaining close friends and relatives who could come 
within the family circle. 
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Meals were taken in the dining room when there were guests or extra relatives. A 

punkah hung across it, pulled by a ‘punkah-wallah’ who sat in one of the back bedrooms. 

The fireplace, an unusual, but not unique, feature of Bangalore houses, was used in 

chilly weather. 

The breakfast room was used as family dining room when there were no guests. Here 

also, Col. Hussein’s mother would sit on a Persian carpet, doing her sewing and embroidery. 

The two front bedrooms were always the main ones, and as Col. Hussein’s father became 

older and more infirm, he would spend the day in one of them and receive his friends 

there, among them Mahatma Gandhi. In earlier days, the rooms leading off these bed¬ 

rooms were not bathrooms but study/boudoirs. 

On one side of the breakfast room was the prayer room, used largely by the women of 

the household, and on the other side was the nursery, the ayah’s domain. The back bed¬ 

rooms were used either as dressing rooms when the family was smaller, or as children’s 

rooms. The present bathrooms, off these back bedrooms, were partitioned off as part 

dressing-rooms and part ‘toilets’ in the European sense, when these bedrooms were in use. 

Binfield gives the impression of a house which has been designed and built with parti¬ 

cular care and skill. The thick walls are said to be of ‘pukka’ or burnt brick. The 

delicate craftsmanship and detail of both plaster and woodwork in the niches, pilasters, 

fireplace and fanlights is especially fine. 

It is significant that this house and compound have been through many changes of 

occupants as families grow up and ways of life and fortunes fluctuate, but Binfield has 

been easily adapted to different uses, and the grace of the building itself and its setting 

among fine trees still remains. 

68. Entrance Front of Binfield, 87 Richmond Road 
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69. Plan and North Elevation of Bin field, 87 Richmond Road. 
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70. West Elevation and Section of Binfield, 87 Richmond Road. 





7 CAMBRIDGE ROAD 

(Illustrations Nos. 58 page 45, 73, 74, 75). 

This is one of the earlier bungalows, and is now occupied by several different households. 





MASHIE LODGE 

48 Lalbagh Road 

(Illustrations Nos. 35 page 31, 76, 77, 78, 79). 

Also called ‘the Cricketer’s House’ now the premises of the Chennama Memorial School 

and Montessori House. 

These particulars about Mr. B. Jayaram and Mashie Lodge are extracts from notes 

kindly supplied by Mr. B. J. Krishnaswamy, youngest son of Mr. Jayaram. 

Mr. Jayaram received his B.A. in geology at Central College, Bangalore, where he also 

captained the cricket team. He then qualified at the School of Mines in London and 

became a geologist in the Department of Geology and Mines of the Mysore Government 

in Bangalore. 

He was a fine athlete and the first Indian to become a member of the Bangalore 

Gymkhana Cricket Club. In 1911 he toured England with the Indian Cricket Team and 

“his performance was good with several sixers to his credit.” 

Early in this century he decided “to have a modern house built for his family, and for 

the traditional Hindu home to be changed into an Anglicised home. 

He bought an acre of wet land (originally irrigated by water from the Sampige Tank) 

of one and a half acres for Rs 1,500 and with the help of a renowned Kolar Gold Fields 

contractor, Mr. Ooragam Bianna, and his practically experienced brother, Mr. Jayaram’s 

artistic impressions of English houses and their prerequisites for living the English way 

were produced in the shape of a building that was to be greatly appreciated by architects, 

the nobility and the middle class people — at a cost of Rs 37,000. 

On December 11th 1910 Mr. Jayaram performed the house-warming ceremony (griha- 

pravesha) and named the house Mashie Lodge after his favourite golf club, the Mashie 

Niblick. Coincidentally, the very same day after entering Mashie Lodge, the naming 

ceremony of his last child was performed. 

While the construction of the building was in progress the open land was systemati¬ 

cally being laid out with flowering trees, plants and vines, with a plot reserved for culti¬ 

vation of crops in rotation. Later this garden received first prize during the Bangalore 

horticultural shows. 

The Yuvaraja of Mysore was fascinated by the design of Mashie Lodge and on several 

occasions sent his close acquaintances to study the details of its construction so as to 

include them in planning their own house construction. Mashie Lodge was acclaimed 

as the best maintained and tastefully decorated premises for the visit of His Royal Highness 

the Prince of Wales in 1921. 

Each room was distinguished by a suitable coloured distemper and furnished with 

Elizabethan furniture. Sofa suites, curtains and pieces of interior decoration were pur¬ 

chased from English firms. The electric wiring was encased within teakwood reapers and 

from these, original paintings and photographs, suitably framed, were artistically sus¬ 

pended from brass hooks by imported British-made cord. In the lengthy, shapely 



verandah were displayed all the various cricket team photographs including the London 

County Cricket Team photograph where Mr. Jayaram is seated between W. G. Grace 

and Henderson. 

The influence of the English people, due to his cordial contacts and acquaintances at 

Bangalore and in England, had by now created in Mr. Jayaram the traits of John Bull — 

as such that he could be declared a British sahib in India, contrary to the very orthodox 

Hindu customs and rituals Mrs. Lakshmidevi Jayaram and her children adhered to in one 

distinct portion of Mashie Lodge, while Mr. Jayaram thrived on canned bully beef in his 

daily menu at lunchtime. He employed a separate cook and butler for Western food to 

be cooked in an exclusive kitchen and served in the English way, seated in a dining room 

by himself. There top-class furniture of dinner-waggon and sideboards displayed the 

choicest china and crockery and cut-glass and Sheffield cutlery. The butter, cream, 

poultry, vegetables, fruits and flowers were provided by the miniature dairy consisting 

of four large Jersey cows and the poultry and kitchen garden that Mrs. Jayaram main¬ 

tained with pride. 

Mrs. Jayararmwas quite industrious in maintaining a single horse-drawn victoria buggy 

which carried the children to their respective schools and Mrs. Jayaram on her daily 

chores of shopping, despite the fact that Mr. Jayaram had a separate pitch-black mare 

in good shape for his riding during the early hours of the morning, and also a ’90 Over¬ 

land motor car to take him to the office and his departmental duties. 

The decade of glorious days lived in Mashie Lodge was between 1916 and 1926, after 

Mr. Jayaram was promoted as Director of Geology. 

The dinner and dance parties at Mashie Lodge were unique to any Indian homes of 

those days of Bangalore; selected ultra-Westernised families of Bengalis, Iyengars, Coorgs 

and the English took part in them. The dinner started off with the ‘pop’ of champagne 

bottles, taken out of the galvanised bath-tubs in which they were stored immersed in 

blocks of ice, supplemented by the choicest imported wines and liqueurs; snacks galore, 

followed by ballroom dancing to the accompaniment of piano, violin and cello, (Mr. 

Jayaram was an accomplished violinist). Couples swung to the old-fashioned waltz in 

the large six-pillared hall in the rear adjoining the with-drawing room and dining room. 

The dining-table set for thirty to forty persons would be arranged in the drawing room 

by shifting all the furniture into the verandah and the piano to the dance-hall, while the 

dining room would be converted into a pantry for the occasion; and the catering would 

be entrusted to an English firm, Spencer and Co. The items of food consisted of canned 

stuff manufactured by Heinz, augmented with home-made chicken biryani, flesh fish, 

prawns and egg dishes. 

The more homely and informal dinners had the mixture of Western and Oriental style 

by placing banana leaves on the table covered with the usual white linen table-cloth. On 

these were served pickles, chutney, salad, fried mutton, fish and vegetables — a soup 

plate was placed in the centre of the lower half of the banana leaf, when specially pre¬ 

pared curry and rice dishes were served in the Indian style onto plates and the food was 
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eaten with spoon and fork. 

In 1922-23 Mr. Jayaram toured Europe and the British Isles — to re-acquaint himself 

with all the persons he had met in India and in those countries on previous occasions. 

He visited the Wembley Exhibition and bought among other things a portable Decca 

gramophone with the latest dance records of the time. In Italy he bought a pair of 

violins over a hundred years old. 

The zenith of Mr. Jayaram’s official career and his own life was reached by more fre¬ 

quent ‘at-homes’ and dinner parties when in 1927 he retired from Mysore Government 

service and took up developing an orchard with mainly apple trees imported from Aus- 

j tralia and planted round a villa 16 miles from Bangalore on the Nandi Hill road; then 

i the pride of Mashie Lodge fell. The building, though no more known as Mashie Lodge, 

1 ’ exists in an improved condition in which the Chennama Memorial School and Mon- 

j tessori House of Children are conducted by Miss Usha Pillai, the granddaughter of the 

| late B. Jayram. He passed away on 4th December 1936 while on the farm mentioned 

j above.” 
1< 
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1 WOOD STREET 

(Illustrations Nos. 80, 81, 82, 83). 

Notes taken by Mrs. Romola Chatterjee from a conversation with Mr. Rajagopal, whose 

father built the house: 

Our house was built in 1918, and as you know my father was a very big contractor 

and a much respected man. He used to mix with English people — high class people — 

aristocrats in fact. My father being a military contractor, generals and high officers 

were his friends, but however much he mixed with them, he preferred to remain an 

Indian. 

He used to entertain them here. True, we had our Indian kitchen, but he’d hire the 

best Muslim cooks in Bangalore when he entertained. You must know these English 

people love Biryani (Muslim-style pilau); and we have a courtyard behind our kitchen; 

they’d set up their ovens there; just three big stones for each oven, and wood fires. 

For our weddings and festivals too, we use this courtyard; we dig a narrow trench 

sometimes; the wood fire burns along this trench and serves two or three ovens; again 

just three stones. 

And the Muslim sweets — halva and such sweets were made by these cooks. My God! 

How these English people ate and enjoyed! 

We dined in that inside courtyard room. You see, first they would come into the 

front drawing room and have their drinks there. We couldn’t have big parties — three 

or four couples. And my father improvised a sort of bar there. You know the ‘Old Bull 

and Bush’ on Brigade Road was my father’s — it still is ours. The best drinks he brought 

from there and first class liqueurs. 

My father was like a magician. In November 1921 the Prince of Wales visited Banga¬ 

lore. Where were there mangoes to be had in December? Lord Ruthven wanted mangoes 

for his table. The Prince was to dine there. Somehow my father got him the finest 

mangoes for that dinner. 

For our parties the butlers from the ‘Old Bull and Bush’ came. They wore their white 

coats and turbans with our silver monograms and kummerbunds of course, and white 

gloves. Of course no shoes; everyone was barefoot in those days. 

As I said, our house was built by my father to suit both patterns. 

Then after drinks, dinner. Tables in the courtyard and finest damask cloth and flower 

arrangements. These English people admired Indians adopting their customs. You see 

they were warned not to mix too freely with Indians who lived in Indian style. They 

liked my father very much, but he remained Indian. He dressed in the Mysore style — 

the long black durbar coat and his anga-vastram (shoulder cloth) and turban; and he wore 

his namam (caste-mark) always. But I dressed in a dinner-jacket — tails and all that — the 

finest cloth. I still have it. 

I went with my father to a ball at Major-General Flemming’s in Flagstaff House, which 
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was then a grand old house on the Bellary Road in a great garden. There was a tennis 

court and squash courts - everything. The dance was beautiful - all wooden floor and 

chandeliers. I was fifteen or sixteen then and in my dinner-jacket. And those ladies they 

were very much surprised I didn’t dance. We just sat and watched. Major-General 

Flemming came to my wedding. 

(Mrs. Chatterjee): What sort of entertainment did your father provide for the English 

guests? Nautch girls to dance and all that? 

(Mr. Rajagopal): No — no. You see, that was all right for North India, even Hyderabad, 

but not in the South. There were great Veena players, and they enjoyed Veena very much. 

And of course we gave them cigars and cigarettes from Spencer’s — the best of everything. 

And sometimes they came to tea. 



83. Interior of 1 Wood Street. 

Column at Back of Porch, 1 Wood Street. 

82. Window at 1 Wood Street. 

81. 



7 ALI ASKAR ROAD 

formerly Green Lands 

(Illustration No. 63). 

This house was built for a Moslem-style household, so the tworstorey plan is different 

from the more usual single-storey bungalows built for British or Hindu occupants. 

It was built in 1918-19 on a seven acre site by Mr. A. M. Ahmed, who has kindly given 

the following particulars: 

The family, who originally came from Gujarat, was small, so normally only the 

downstairs living and bedrooms were used, and the back wings of the house were added 

shortly after it was completed. They include spiral staircases for access to the first 

floor bathrooms. 

For special occasions, such as weddings and family parties, the first floor reception 

room and terrace would be used, approached through the ground floor drawing and dining 

rooms and up the stairs. 

Mr. Ahmed has described how his mother had furnished the downstairs drawing-room 

One part of the room with upholstered armchairs for the men, one part with velvet 

divans, cushions, etc. for the women and their visitors and one part with small cane 

chairs, peg-tables etc. for the children so that they wouldn’t spoil the velvet. Then there 

were the chandeliers imported from Germany, the crystal doorknobs from Czechoslovakia, 

the carpets from Persia. . . 

He also described the construction of the flat roofs, a variety from the more normal 

‘Madras Terrace’ roof. Over the steel girders and joints he put the usual small diagonal 

bricks set on edge, and then instead of flat tiles he used a mixture of ground-up bricks, 

lime, coarse brown sugar and soap-nut water. He spread this on, carefully sloping it so 

that rain-water should drain off, and it has lasted well for 50 years, with no maintenance 

and no leaks. 

84. 7 Ali Askar Road. 




